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Letter of Interest
To Whom It May Concern,
Regarding your request for proposal, Utilitra Technology Services is thrilled about the
opportunity to provide the Topeka Metro with unparalleled customer service as we support
your request to provide professional services to upgrade your Phone System.
Utilitra’s strong relationships with customers, partners and suppliers improve communication
and ensure superior quality control throughout the project lifecycle—from conception through
design, implementation, maintenance, and growth. Our company is a 100% female owned
business that has collaborated with the industry leading software and hardware companies to
provide enterprise level services at an affordable price.
Headquartered in Edwardsville, IL we proudly support companies throughout central
Illinois. We are happy to provide referrals that can share feedback on our quality of service.
Your primary contact and project manager will be Andrew Petroline, Sales Engineer with
Utilitra. He can be reached at andrewp@utilitra.com or (618) 797-6338.
Utilitra acknowledges and accepts the terms and conditions laid out in this proposal. With
Utilitra, you can expect quick responses, courteous and professional communication, as well as
an experienced and intelligent workforce.
Our website is https://utilitra.com/
Sincerely,
Andrew Petroline
Sales Engineer
office: +1 6187976338
email: andrewp@utilitra.com | utilitra.com
200 Lakefront Parkway | Edwardsville, IL 62025
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Profile
Utilitra consists of 28 professionals dedicated to serving Topeka Metro to the fullest of our
abilities. We provide IT support for over thousands of computers and cameras every day and have
surveillance systems, access control and phone systems successfully installed and supported throughout
the Midwest. Our headquarters is at 200 Lakefront Parkway Edwardsville, IL 62025, our sister company,
J.F. Electric, is located in Park Hills, KS.
Utilitra LLC is a certified 100% woman-owned firm and is WBENC Certified.
Our company is a total technical solution provider with over 190 years of combined technical
expertise, of which 70 years were spent working directly in municipal markets, in the follow areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surveillance cameras
Access Control
PC and server support
Voice and phone services
Network design and consulting
IT Security
License plate recognition hardware and software
Server, desktop and application virtualization
Wireless and wired networks
Network Speakers
Disaster recovery, backup and cloud services
Project Management
Cloud Computing
Mobile Business
CJIS Approved

“Utilitra was very in tune to our needs and hands-on at the onset of the project. And, we knew
exactly what we were getting before we signed a contract.”
Kennan Fagan, Director of Educational Services, Triad Community Schools
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Work Experience
Over the last 5 years we have had the privilege of providing comprehensive and cost
competitive solutions that exceeded our customers’ expectations. The following are three examples of
this.
1) Triad School District $427,000
a. Integrated seven disconnected locations into one centrally managed system using
Genetec Software. We installed 46 new doors for a single integrated access control
system. We installed 188 new Axis cameras. This brought seven locations into one VMS
platform.
b. Kennan Fagan – Director of Educational Services (618) 667-5400
kennan.fagan@tcusd2.org
2) Southwest Illinois College $331,000
a. Designed and installed campus wide camera system that increased coverage with fewer
cameras than before.
b. Robert Luttrell, Director of Safety, (618) 235-2700 robert.luttrell@swic.edu
3) East Alton School District $107,000
a. Integration of multiple buildings into a cohesive management system for interior,
exterior and special case scenarios.
b. Sean Skelton, IT Director (618) 779-5583 sskelton@easd13.org

Warranties
All work provided by Utilitra has a 90-day service warranty. There is not an end date to our
ability to serve as your support partner at our standard billable rate of $125 / hour.
All Genetec Software has optional annual maintenance software support.
All Axis cameras and hardware come with a 5-year warranty.

“Fire Safety Inc. is a 24/7 service company and our business relies on quick, efficient
communication with our clients at any time, day or night. We have noticed a significant
difference since switching to Utilitra — our system is now so stable.”
Donna Karpan, Fire Safety Inc.
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The below are a few profiles to showcase the level of experience and professionalism Topeka
Metro will be working with at Utilitra.
Jeffrey Kochan - Edwardsville, IL

IT Director

Jeff is a visionary, developing and leading Utilitra to be the best Manager Service Provider in the St Louis
Metro Area. Having over 18 years’ experience in technology, 10 of which is in IT management Jeff’s
background includes these areas in technology:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Management
Sales Engineering
Network and System Design
Cisco Networking
Wireless Networking
Layer 7 Firewalls
Cyber Security and Compliance
Quality of Service
Windows Desktop and Server environments

John Doll – Edwardsville, IL

Network Architect

John has an Engineering degree from SIUE and brings over 20 years of technology experience to Utilitra.
John plays a vital role providing senior technology and project support. His technology expertise
includes these areas:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telephony
Networking
o Wired
o Wireless
IP Cameras
Network Security
Layer 7 Firewalls
VPN Architecture
Cloud environments
Virtualization (VMWare)
Windows Desktop and Server environments
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Kyle Kielty – Granite City, IL

Senior Systems Engineer

Kyle plays an essential role with Utilitra. With 10 plus years of experience, Kyle is a Technical Account
Manager supporting our Managed Services Customers. His technology experiences include these areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Desktop operating systems
Cloud architecture and migrations
Virtual Server environments
Exchange and Office 365
Technology automation
Cyber security
Software deployments

Denny Glisson – Pocahontas, IL

Project Manager

Denny has an Associate Degree in Industrial Electricity and Certificate in Electronics and has been in the
IBEW for 15 years. He has spent 3 years as an instructor for the IBEW JATC Apprenticeship Committee.
Denny has completed a verity of Commercial and Industrial projects including New Hospital
Construction and Remodel, Schools, Williamson Co. Jail, and USS Steel projects. Denny is knowledgeable
with installations of these systems along with playing these roles during his career:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Management
Foreman
Access Control
Security
Infant Protection Systems
CCTV Systems
Fiber Optics
Fire Alarm Systems
Nurse Call Systems
Voice/Data Systems
CATV Systems
DAS Systems
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Dean Wieneke – Rosewood Heights, IL

Communications Engineer

Dean has a Communication Electronics Degree from Ranken, with over 16 years of hands on technology
experience, project management, and customer/end user relations. His technology experiences include
these areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IP Cameras
Network Video Recorders
Camera model type and lens selections
Integrated card access control systems
Networking
IP Phone Systems
Networking infrastructure
Electronics
Paging
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Genetec: Fully Integrated Control Center Software
Through experience and customer feedback, Utilitra has chosen to use Genetec for its Security
Management Software and Axis Cameras for their longevity and quality. The most notable reasons our
customers tell us they like it are:
-Flexibility: the software permits varying permission levels and easy access.
-Camera Agnostic: the software allows the integration of a long list of camera manufacturers, so you’re
not tied to any proprietary configuration.
Examples of this are: ACTi, Arecont, Avigilon, Axis, Basler, Bosch, Canon, Cisco, Dahua, D-Link, Euklis,
FLIR, Hanwha, Honeywell, Interlogix, IQeye, JVC, Mobotix, Panasonic, Pelco, Sanyo, Siemens, Speko,
Sony, Toshiba, Uniview, Verinet and Vivotek
-Ease of Use: the software is intuitive and requires minimal training despite an incredible depth of
features.

Access: Genetec allows you to securely access live or archival footage from a desktop application,
browser or mobile device.
Licensing: Genetec’s Security Package includes software licensing and maintenance upgrades for the
first year. After that, it is a minimal reoccurring annual cost.
Software: Genetec can run on any Microsoft Server 2016 or newer, but for performance and optimal
efficiency, Genetec prefers to operate on purpose built BCD and we have found great results following
that recommendation.
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Hosting: The archiving can be done at one main location, multiple on-site locations, a hybrid of on-site
and cloud, or solely cloud based storage. Genetec is very flexible to fit a customer’s needs when
considering cost, size requirements and bandwidth.
Requirements: Server and archival requirements vary according to each unique installation.
For viewing recommended hardware is a computer less than 4 years old with 8GB of Ram.
Recommended software is Windows 10 and a Chrome browser.
Network: Genetec runs on physical or virtual Microsoft Server 2016 or newer.
Diagram: All of our equipment operation on a TCP/IP network and power over ethernet. The below is an
example diagram of available services through Genetec’s Security Center platform using this
connectivity.

Operations Center Hardware
Our solution allows for multiple grid displays without any specialized hardware other than the
traditional monitors, stand and signal splitters. The operations center computer should have an i7
processor, 16GB of RAM, a 256SSD and advanced network card for optimal performance. The Genetec
software provides all necessary functionality to display in multiple screens.

24/7 Video Recording with Extended Video Retention
The frame rate and video quality are customizable within the Genetec software to offer the
optimal balance between clarity and storage. This can be done on a camera by camera basis. Genetec
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integrates completely with Axis’ Zipstream Technology (H265) allowing customers the ability to save
recording 24/7 while using significantly less hard drive space than other providers.
We are unable to determine how much storage is needed without accessing which camera
models and counts are needed for appropriate coverage. However, the below is an example to offer
real numbers in a comparable.
Case Study: Triad School District
(187) Cameras
(72) TB of storage
(21) Days of 24/7 continuous, high quality recording
We assign cameras based on in-person evaluations of each location. Covering stairwells,
entrances and hallways is not a one-size-fits-all option for the best results. In each scenario, one must
consider angle of vertical and horizontal viewing, light/dark hours, sunlight distortion as well as
environmental challenges like temperature or moisture.
The below image is an example of our camera mapping tool to easily show physical location of
cameras and access control, as well as active indicators and quick view.
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We have the following suggestions based on previous applications for:
Entrances, Stairwells, Hallways: Cameras P3245 and M3046
Sensitive Areas: F34 / F44 and M3048-P
Other Areas and Exterior: P3807-PVE, P3717-PLE, Q6155E, Q1659 and Q1786-LE
-Please find fact sheets on each of these models accompanying this proposal. We would be happy to provide a demonstration to show exactly what they would look like.

“As a law enforcement agency, we rely upon computer technology more than ever. Any
problems with our computer operation hampers our ability to serve the citizens of our city.
Utilitra Technology Services has brought the Wood River Police Department to such an
extremely reliable level of technology. Their Help Desk is such a quick solution to any needs we
experience. Their staff is second to none! From the moment they came into the door they proactively solved the issues impacting our operation. Utilitra Technology Services is truly apart of
our internal team!”
Brad Wells, Chief of Police, Wood River Police Department
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Specific Placement
Below is the specific placement of each lens for the 2 sites.
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Electronic Door Access Control (Optional)
Genetec is an open architecture integrating with most leading industry access control hardware.
Access can be granted by keypad, RFID or cell phone all on a single system.
We can integrate our access control system with Active Directory to allow incredibly easy and
automated administration.
Product examples of our access control line are from the 2N division of Axis. These include the
Ip Verso, IP Solo, and IP Force products. Fact sheets for these can be found at the end of this response.

Panic Buttons for Office Personnel (Optional)
Utilitra’s security solution can integrate both wired and wireless panic buttons in remote and
discreate locations into our camera and access control system. The type and level of alerting is
customizable.
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License Plate Recognition / Alerting on Parking Lot Entrances (Optional)
Utilitra’s LPR configuration requires manufacturer licensing and annual maintenance after that.
Our solution can include:
-Static Deployment
-Mobile Deployment
-Hotlist alerting in real-time
-Automated plate logging
Utilitra is the leading LRP deployment expert in the metro east. Having installed and currently
maintaining over 50 license plate cameras in cooperation with both local municipalities and the federal
government, we support this with 3, full-time, certified technicians.

Integrated Network Speakers / Paging
Our security system integrates with almost any IP based lighting or paging system. Our recommended
solutions include:
-Axis C7050 Audio Management System
-Axis C8210 Audio Gateway
These components allow the use of existing analogue infrastructure to integrate into an IP
System. This approach allows us to use the analogue speakers you already have and add new IP
speakers for new sites, all in a single system.

Integration and Programming Services
Utilitra is the turnkey solution to provide these solutions.
We have chosen to work with Genetec as its leading security management software, one of the
leading reasons for this is its flexibility. Beyond it’s strong market share, growing popularity and being
the choice VMS of the United States Federal Government, Genetec is one of the most open platforms
available because it allows:
-Multi-layer administration rights
-Open camera architecture allowing most manufactures
-Access Control
-Panic Buttons
-License Plate Recognition
-Most IP Speakers and Lights
Genetec does all this in one really easy to use GUI, leaves you open to scale up or down simply,
and is a strong value considering the endless ways to customize according to each customer’s unique
goals.
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Other specific applications, we believe would be very useful to Topeka Metro are:
-Perimeter Defender: This video analytic application provides a highly effective system that
automatically detects people or vehicles as they cross predetermined, virtual or physical boundaries.
This analytic automatically generates alerts in the form of lighting, sound or real-time video messages
according the perimeters you choose, and we configure for you.
-Sound Detection: Genetec offers the integration of sound detection analytics. This cuttingedge software uses sensors and cloud-based analysis to triangulate, then pinpoint, precise locations of
event generating sounds like gunfire. In seconds, detailed incident data is sent to the appropriate,
predetermined, personnel so that in real-time the right people are made aware and know exactly
where, gunfire has occurred on their property.
-Genetec Mobile App: This recently updated mobile app allows Topeka Metro to access
cameras, doors, LPR and dispatch communications in a smooth interface. To allow users true feature
rich access, the mobile app can offer reporting, building and camera lists, interactive maps, PTZ camera
control, timeline navigation and team messaging.
Beyond Cameras and into Technology
Beyond our excellent security offerings, Utilitra is a full-service information technology provider.
We support thousands of computers under our managed services contracts. We comfortably handle
large migrations, network engineering and installation and phone system service. Utilitra is perfectly
suited to handle the technology concerns of any security project because we already perform these
services every single day. Examples are:
-Network design, replacement, expansion and mapping
-Network switch configuration, installation and support
-Wired, wireless, and point-to-point installation and support
-Load balancing
-Traffic shaping, quality of service and bandwidth management
-Network security, design and configuration
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Training
Utilitra’s desire to is make sure every customer is happy with our service and products. A
significant part of this is a user’s understanding of it so there is not any frustration. It is difficult to be
available for every user because of scheduling and time/cost. We don’t necessarily see the best value in
passing through the high expense of full on trainer-led courses for all users. Instead, we include trainthe-trainer sessions in all our solutions. This is an efficient way for the knowledge to be shared with key
individuals, that can in turn disseminate it to their team. Beyond that, our trained staff is always
available for support and questions on-going after a project is complete.

Summary
Thank you for considering Utilitra as your trusted partner in your phone system project. Please
feel free to reach out to Andrew Petroline directly at (618) 797-6338, at any point in this process. Thank
you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Petroline
Andrew Petroline
Sales Engineer
office: +1 6187976338
email: andrewp@utilitra.com | utilitra.com
200 Lakefront Parkway | Edwardsville, IL 62025

